Make sure you log into the CLC on a monthly basis to keep your password current and check out what’s new on the CLC!

NOAA Diving Program Training Site is now available on the CLC

The NOAA Diving Program, located in Seattle Washington, has posted the required on-line courses for program participants on the Commerce Learning Center @NOAA. To take these courses, log into the CLC@NOAA, click on the “Program Areas” button and then the click on the “NOAA Diving Program” link. A list of available courses are displayed; click on the course title link to take the course. Additional courses will be available in the future.

“Climate Change: Fitting the Pieces Together” is now available on the CLC

In a message from Dr. Jane Lubchenco on “Global Climate Change Impacts in the US”, she mentions an educational program resource developed by the NOAA-sponsored COMET® Program. For your convenience, the course “Climate Change: Fitting the Pieces Together”, is now available on the Commerce Learning Center @NOAA and @NWS. Look under “Popular Training” in the CLC@NOAA CLC or “Hot Links” in the CLCL@NWS for the link. This is not a required course, but a suggested course to learn more about this important topic.

FINAL REMINDER! MANDATORY 2009 NOAA Safety and Environmental Awareness Training:

All NOAA employees are required to complete the training by June 30, 2009. The on-line course provides a basic overview of safety and environmental compliance requirements.

To access the NOAA Safety and Environmental Awareness Training course:

• From the CLC@NOAA: under “Popular Training” or “Required Training”.
• From the CLC@NWS: on the front page.
CLC Learning Coordinators

Each line office has designated CLC Learning Coordinator(s) to assist with CLC activities, including documenting training events in the CLC. A list of CLC Learning Coordinators can be found on the front page of the CLC@NOAA. On the left column, click on “Learning Coordinator List”.

CLC Learning Coordinator Best Practice Tip of the Month:

(From PMEL, Seattle Washington Learning Coordinator Jack Caminga)

Arrange in your office for the person handling all the credit card transactions to copy you when a request comes in for any type of travel to conferences. In that manner, the Learning Coordinator can verify if the conference falls under the category of training and can then make the appropriate entry into Commerce Learning Center (CLC). Scientists, program managers and other management personnel often don’t realize their attendance at a conference constitutes training and therefore never contact the Learning Coordinator for their organization.

Live Support 24/7

Password resets are available 24/7 from Live Support, on the CLC login screen. Your username is your email address ending in @noaa.gov.

For NOAA Employees: https://doc.learn.com/noaa

For NWS Employees: https://doc.learn.com/noaa/nws

Live Support 24/7 is a “chat room”. When you enter, you will be asked for your email address; your password will be reset within 24 hours and then emailed to you. To avoid duplicate requests, please enter the chat room only once with your request.

Need Additional CLC Help?

For NOAA Employees, contact: CLC.NOAAHelp@noaa.gov
For NWS Employees, contact: lms.nws@noaa.gov